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Introduc*on	  
•  Direct	  Dark	  Ma:er	  search	  in	  the	  form	  of	  WIMPs	  requires	  to	  detect	  very	  

low	  nuclear	  recoil	  energies	  (few	  KeV).	  
•  Liquid	  Argon	  based	  detectors	  reveal	  the	  recoil	  detec*ng	  the	  scin*lla*on	  

light	  following	  energy	  deposi*on.	  	  
•  Light	  red-‐out	  is	  mainly	  performed	  by	  means	  of	  photomul*plier	  tubes	  

(PMTs).	  
•  A	  new	  type	  of	  PMT	  has	  been	  recently	  developed	  by	  Hamamatsu	  

Photonics	  (Mod.	  R11065)	  which	  pushes	  the	  Quantum	  Efficiency	  up	  to	  35%	  
at	  liquid	  Argon	  temperature	  (87o	  K).	  

•  Within	  the	  on-‐going	  R&D	  ac*vity	  of	  the	  WArP	  Collabora*on	  (WIMP	  Argon	  
Program	  at	  LNGS,	  2009-‐11),	  a	  first	  set	  of	  R11065	  PMTs	  has	  been	  subject	  
to	  a	  series	  of	  tests	  aiming	  at	  their	  characteriza*on	  in	  reference	  working	  
condi*ons	  

•  We	  operated	  the	  PMTs	  immersed	  in	  the	  liquid	  and	  op*cally	  coupled	  to	  
LAr	  cells	  of	  various	  size.	  	  

•  A	  comparison	  of	  the	  R11065	  Hamamatsu	  PMT	  with	  a	  former	  genera*on	  
of	  cryogenic	  PMT	  produced	  by	  Electron	  Tubes	  Limited	  -‐	  Mod.	  ETL	  D750	  
(currently	  in	  use	  with	  the	  WArP	  -‐100	  detector)	  has	  been	  also	  carried	  out.	  
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General

Maximum Ratings (Absolute Maximum Values) 

Characteristics at 25 deg. C

NOTE : Anode characteristics are measured with a voltage distribution ratio and supply voltage shown below : 

Voltage Distribution Ratio and Supply Voltage

Supply Voltage : 1500 V K : Cathode G : Grid Dy : Dynode P : Anode

-

 Gain

 Anode Dark Current (after 30 min. storage in darkness)

 Pulse Linearity at +/-2% deviation

 Anode Pulse Rise Time 

 Transit Time Spread (FWHM)

 Time Response  Electron Transit Time

 Quantum Efficiency at 420 nm

 Cathode Sensitivity 

 Luminous (2856K)

 Number of Stages

 Storage Temperature

 Pressure-resistance

Parameter

 Supply voltage
 Between Anode and Last Dynode

 Suitable Socket

-186 to +50

Parameter

 Spectral response

 Window material

 Operating Ambient Temperature

 Photocathode

 Dynode

 Material

 Minimum Effective Area

 Structure

64

Box & Linear-focused

12

-186 to +50

E678-20A (supplied)

Description / Value

160 to 650 

Synthetic silica

Bialkali

ns

ns

ns

Typ.

120

25

500

Max.

-

-

-

-

-

-

deg. C

deg. C

Unit

V

atm

-

Unit

nm

-

R11065

Value

1750

TBA

-

-

mm dia.

-

P

mA

12

Dy11 Dy12

-

-

4.2 x 10
6

10

-

100

Electrodes Dy10Dy9Dy8Dy1/G Dy2 Dy3 Dy7

uA/lm

Min.

nA

- 46

-

-

-

%

A/lm

-

%

1 1

- 26 -

1 1 11.5 2 1 1

76 mm (3 Inch) Diameter, 12-stage, Head-on Type, Synthetic Silica

 Wavelength of Maximum Response 420 nm

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

For Low Temperature Operation down to -186 deg. C

TENTATIVE DATA SHEET

Sept. 2009

Special Bialkali Photocathode (Bialkali LT), Low Radioactivity

300 V

 Between Anode and Cathode

Parameter

0.1

Unit

mA

Ratio 4

 Average Anode Output

Dy6K Dy4 Dy5

 Luminous (2856K) Anode Sensitivity

 Quantum Efficiency at 175 nm

1

- 13

-

-

5.5

6.5

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE     R11065

Dimensional Outline and Basing Diagram (Unit : mm)

Note : E678-20A will be supplied with R11065

New	  high	  QE	  Hamamatsu	  PMT	  	  	  

R11065 TEST DATA January 12, 2010

SERIAL

NUMBER
SK SKB SP IDB QE

[uA/lm] [A/lm] [nA] [%]

1500 V 1500V 420 nm

1 ZK4998 124.0 14.70 783 44.0 33.8
2 ZK4999 157.0 15.00 1040 56.0 35.4
3 ZK5001 136.0 14.50 1100 27.0 34.6
4 ZK5002 138.0 14.00 1010 15.0 33.9
5 ZK5006 137.0 13.10 1050 12.0 31.0
6 ZK5172 163.0 14.60 1170 34.0 33.3
7 ZK5173 143.0 14.10 808 32.0 32.5
8 ZK5175 114.0 12.00 777 12.0 29.8

9 ZK5176 110.0 11.20 897 30.0 27.8

• Box&Linear-‐focused	  12-‐stages	  PMT	  
• Synthe*c	  Silica	  3”	  window	  (cut-‐off	  around	  160	  
nm)	  
• Working	  temperature	  down	  to	  -‐186°	  C	  
• QE	  ≥	  30%	  @	  420	  nm	  
• Bialkali	  cathode	  without	  Pt	  underlayer	  
• High	  Collec*on	  Efficiency	  of	  photoelectrons	  at	  
first	  dynode	  (above	  95%	  with	  ΔVK-‐D1>300Volt)	  
• Voltage	  divider	  custom	  made	  on	  a	  G10	  printed	  
circuit	  (according	  to	  	  Hamamatsu	  specifica*ons)	  	  
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Single	  PMT	  test	  	  
• PTFE	  cell	  containing	  0.7kg	  of	  LAr	  (cylinder	  shaped	  h=9cm	  Φ=8.4cm)	  observed	  by	  one	  3”	  
R11065	  PMT.	  	  
• Scin*lla*on	  photons	  of	  LAr	  are	  in	  the	  VUV	  range	  (around	  127	  nm)	  and	  with	  two	  (main)	  
different	  *me	  constants	  (τS	  ≃	  5	  ns	  for	  the	  fast	  component	  and	  and	  τT	  ≃	  1.3	  μs	  for	  the	  slow	  
component). 	  	  	  
• Internal	  surfaces	  of	  the	  cell	  	  covered	  with	  reflec*ve	  foils	  coated	  by	  a	  wavelength	  shiter	  	  	  
-‐>	  TPB	  (peak	  emission	  440	  nm);	  

ü  Mul*-‐layer	  plas*c	  mirror	  (3M-‐VIKUITI	  ESR)	  with	  high	  specular	  reflec*vity	  in	  the	  visible	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(~	  99%)	  ✚	  	  TPB	  film	  obtained	  by	  deposi*on	  with	  vacuum	  evapora*on	  technique	  (about	  300	  
μg/cm2);	  

4	  
Isometric view

Scale:  2:3PTFE	  cell	  
PMT	  

Photocathodic	  coverage	  12%	  

Experimental	  set-‐up	  

LAr	  filtered	  during	  filling	  (Oxisorb	  and	  Zeolite)	  10/06/11	   E:ore	  Segreto	  -‐	  TIPP	  2011	  



DAQ	  and	  calibra*on	  	  	  
•  PMT	  anode	  current	  transmi:ed	  to	  a	  fast	  Waveform	  Recorder	  (Acqiris,	  DP235	  Dual-‐Channel	  PCI	  Digi*zer	  

Card2,	  1	  GS/s,	  8	  bit	  dynamic	  range)	  =>	  signal	  waveform	  recorded	  with	  1	  nsec	  sampling	  *me	  	  over	  a	  full	  
record	  length	  of	  15	  μs;	  

•  Detector	  exposed	  to	  a	  241Am	  source	  with	  monochroma*c	  γ-‐emission	  at	  59.54	  keV;	  
•  For	  each	  source	  run	  a	  Single	  Photo-‐electron	  Response	  (SER)	  spectrum	  is	  computed.	  

this stage the LAr filling procedure through an in-line set of filtering cartridges (Oxygen

reactant and molecular sieve, Oxisorb and Zeolite) was started and smoothly completed

in about one hour.

The PMT was biased with a low ripple Spellman power supply (Mod. MPSP 10/24)

and after a period left for thermalization of the PMT at LAr temperature (about one

day), the bias voltage on the PMT was slowly raised up to working conditions.

The DAQ system was structured with the PMT anode current output directly trans-

mitted through a LEMO cable (50 Ω) to a fast Waveform Recorder (Acqiris, DP235
Dual-Channel PCI Digitizer Card2, 1 GS/s, 8 bit dynamic range). At each trigger from

an (external) Constant Fraction Discriminator, the signal waveform is recorded with

sampling time of 1 ns over a full record length of 15 µs (to fully encompass the slow

decay component of the LAr scintillation emission). A LabView application has been

developed for the data acquisition and storage.

3.1 Data Analysis and Results

The detector has been exposed to a 241Am source with monochromatic γ-emission at

59.54 keV. Data acquisition runs with the source have been alternated to blank runs

(background from ambient radiation). During each source run (one per hour), single
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Figure 4: Hamamatsu R11065 PMT test: [Left] example of recorded waveform (
241

Am

source). Single photo-electrons are identified (red shadow) in the waveform tail. [Right]

SER averaged pulse.

photo-electron (SER) pulses have been selected from out-of-trigger parts of the recorded

waveforms (isolated peaks in the waveform tail, Fig.4 [Left]), in order to provide with

2The Acqiris DP235 is a PCI Digitizer Card plugged into PC slot. Its characteristics make it equivalent
to the Acqiris Boards U 1080A currently in use with the WArP 100 lt detector [8], except for the self-
triggering capability and FPGA programming.

6

photo-electron data useful for calibration.

Typically, the SER pulse is a narrow signal (FWHM � 5 ns) quickly returning to

baseline (about 20 ns from the onset). An averaged single photo-electron pulse is shown

in Fig.4 [Right].

The area under the selected peak [in ADC·ns units, proportional to the SER charge] is

Figure 5: Hamamatsu R11065 PMT test: SER spectrum (PMT bias voltage +1400 V).

The fit superimposed is obtained by the sum of an exponentially falling function (dark

count distribution) and three Gaussian functions for the single photo-electron (first peak; fit

parameters µ = X0 and σ=Sigma) and multiple photo-electron distributions.

evaluated by integration of the single photo-electron pulse after local baseline subtrac-

tion
3
. SER charge spectra were thus obtained, one for each source run, all throughout

the test period. A typical spectrum is reported in Fig.5 (PMT bias voltage +1400 V):

the Gaussian distribution around the first peak is well separated from the thermionic

dark counts distribution and corresponds to the genuine single photo-electron mean am-

plitude and spread. The other broader peaks at higher charge values are associated to

multiple, 2 or 3, photo-electrons distributions.

The mean value (gaussian fit of the first peak) allows the monitoring of the gain setting
4

(and gives the calibration constant per single photo-electron, useful for the correspond-

ing gamma source spectrum analysis).

The gain dependence on the High Voltage applied to the PMT has been explored by

3The local baseline is evaluated in a 50 ns window starting 25 ns after the peak when no other peaks
are observed inside the baseline window. If a second peak is found, this is merged with the previous
one, the baseline window is set at 25 ns from the second peak and the check is performed again. This
algorithm results in a charge spectrum that corresponds to the superposition of single and multiple
photoelectron distributions.

4The gain G of the PMT multiplication system corresponds to the output charge collected
for a (unitary) input charge (single photo-electron). The output charge is estimated from the
(first) peak of the SER spectrum after conversion from [ADC·ns] units into charge units [pC]
(k=50/28[mV/ADC]·(1/R1+1/R2), with R1=R2=50Ω - parallel of the termination to ground of the
voltage divider and of the transmission line to DAQ respectively.

7

1	  PHEL	  

2	  PHEL	  

SER	  spectrum	  

The	  mean	  value	  of	   the	  1PHEL	  peak	   is	  proporEonal	  
to	   the	   actual	   gain	   of	   the	   PMT	   and	   gives	   the	  
calibraEon	  constant	  per	  single	  photo-‐electron	  	  

this stage the LAr filling procedure through an in-line set of filtering cartridges (Oxygen

reactant and molecular sieve, Oxisorb and Zeolite) was started and smoothly completed

in about one hour.

The PMT was biased with a low ripple Spellman power supply (Mod. MPSP 10/24)

and after a period left for thermalization of the PMT at LAr temperature (about one

day), the bias voltage on the PMT was slowly raised up to working conditions.

The DAQ system was structured with the PMT anode current output directly trans-

mitted through a LEMO cable (50 Ω) to a fast Waveform Recorder (Acqiris, DP235
Dual-Channel PCI Digitizer Card2, 1 GS/s, 8 bit dynamic range). At each trigger from

an (external) Constant Fraction Discriminator, the signal waveform is recorded with

sampling time of 1 ns over a full record length of 15 µs (to fully encompass the slow

decay component of the LAr scintillation emission). A LabView application has been

developed for the data acquisition and storage.

3.1 Data Analysis and Results

The detector has been exposed to a 241Am source with monochromatic γ-emission at

59.54 keV. Data acquisition runs with the source have been alternated to blank runs

(background from ambient radiation). During each source run (one per hour), single
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Figure 4: Hamamatsu R11065 PMT test: [Left] example of recorded waveform (
241

Am

source). Single photo-electrons are identified (red shadow) in the waveform tail. [Right]

SER averaged pulse.

photo-electron (SER) pulses have been selected from out-of-trigger parts of the recorded

waveforms (isolated peaks in the waveform tail, Fig.4 [Left]), in order to provide with

2The Acqiris DP235 is a PCI Digitizer Card plugged into PC slot. Its characteristics make it equivalent
to the Acqiris Boards U 1080A currently in use with the WArP 100 lt detector [8], except for the self-
triggering capability and FPGA programming.

6

single	  electron	  average	  WFM	  
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Gain,	  Peak	  to	  Valley	  and	  Resolu*on	  

changing the HV setting and measuring the corresponding position of the SER peak in

the charge spectrum. For this set of measurements the voltage sensitivity of the Acqiris

board was set at the maximum available (full-scale 50 mV corresponding to its 8 bit

ADC dynamic range). In Fig.6 the gain dependence on the HV is reported. Taking

into account the 50 Ω termination to ground of the voltage divider, the nominal gain

G = 5× 10
6

(Hamamatsu data sheet) is achieved at a voltage supply of +1500 V.

HV (kV)

G
ai

n
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Figure 6: Hamamatsu R11065 PMT test: Gain dependence on HV (measurement at LAr

temperature).

The SER Peak-to-Valley ratio, obtained by comparing the single photo-electron peak

to the point where the single photo-electron distribution meets the dark counts exponen-

tially falling distribution, is usually taken as a figure of merit of the PMT performance.

In Fig.7 [Left] the P/V ratio determined at different gain values is shown: at the nominal

gain it reaches the maximum value of P/V � 3.7.

The resolution at the SER peak, defined as the ratio R = (σ/µ)SER, is another impor-

tant PMT characteristic to be measured at LAr temperature (e.g. as obtained from the

gaussian fit of the SER spectrum in Fig.5). This allows to infer the Excess Noise Factor

(ENF) of the PMT, due to the fluctuations of the multiplication process in the dynode

chain (ENF= 1 + R2
).

The PMT resolution at different gain values has been measured (Fig.7 [Right]). At the

nominal gain of 5 × 10
6

the resolution of the R11065 PMT is found around R � 28%

and the Excess Noise Factor is ENF � 1.08.

During the subsequent period of tests of the Hamamatsu tube a slightly lower gain

setting (G = 3.1× 10
6
) has been adopted (HV=+1400 V).

8

Stability of the SER peak value has been monitored through the test period (about three

days of data acquisition). This is totally equivalent to monitor the gain stability of the

PMT. The SER peak showed an almost stable behavior in time, as indicated by Fig.8,

with a slightly decreasing exponential trend (τ � 35 h from the fit) attributed to residual

effects of thermalization of the PMT at LAr temperature.
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Figure 7: Hamamatsu R11065 PMT test: SER Peak-toValley ratio determined at different

gain values [Left]. SER peak resolution at different gain values [Right]. (Measurements at

LAr temperature).

Measurement of the detector light yield (LY) attainable with the use of this new

PMT characterized by a highest QE at LAr temperature was the main issue of this

first test. The LY, commonly defined as the number of photo-electrons (phel) collected

per unit of deposited energy [phel/keV units], primarily depends on the PMT Quan-

tum Efficiency but also upon several other factors, including the detector geometry, the

photo-cathodic coverage and the actual operation conditions of the experimental set-up.

Among these last, in the present case, the LAr purity and the TPB wavelength-shifting

efficiency may play a significant role. Therefore, the evaluation of the LY experimentally

determined needs to be compared with a reference expectation value a priori calculated

(e.g by means of MonteCarlo simulations) for a complete characterization of the detector

components (as discussed later in this section).

The LY measurement was performed by exposing the detector (LAr cell viewed by the

Hamamatsu PMT) to the
241

Am monochromatic γ-source to obtain a reference energy

deposit in LAr. The source was located inside a collimator holder positioned outside

the cell in a fixed position. The trigger rate has been monitored giving a stable value of

∼ 180 Hz during the source runs.

Gamma rays from the
241

Am source induce photo-electric interactions in the LAr cell
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Stability of the SER peak value has been monitored through the test period (about three

days of data acquisition). This is totally equivalent to monitor the gain stability of the

PMT. The SER peak showed an almost stable behavior in time, as indicated by Fig.8,

with a slightly decreasing exponential trend (τ � 35 h from the fit) attributed to residual

effects of thermalization of the PMT at LAr temperature.
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Figure 7: Hamamatsu R11065 PMT test: SER Peak-toValley ratio determined at different

gain values [Left]. SER peak resolution at different gain values [Right]. (Measurements at

LAr temperature).

Measurement of the detector light yield (LY) attainable with the use of this new

PMT characterized by a highest QE at LAr temperature was the main issue of this

first test. The LY, commonly defined as the number of photo-electrons (phel) collected

per unit of deposited energy [phel/keV units], primarily depends on the PMT Quan-

tum Efficiency but also upon several other factors, including the detector geometry, the

photo-cathodic coverage and the actual operation conditions of the experimental set-up.

Among these last, in the present case, the LAr purity and the TPB wavelength-shifting

efficiency may play a significant role. Therefore, the evaluation of the LY experimentally

determined needs to be compared with a reference expectation value a priori calculated

(e.g by means of MonteCarlo simulations) for a complete characterization of the detector

components (as discussed later in this section).

The LY measurement was performed by exposing the detector (LAr cell viewed by the

Hamamatsu PMT) to the
241

Am monochromatic γ-source to obtain a reference energy

deposit in LAr. The source was located inside a collimator holder positioned outside

the cell in a fixed position. The trigger rate has been monitored giving a stable value of

∼ 180 Hz during the source runs.

Gamma rays from the
241

Am source induce photo-electric interactions in the LAr cell
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Figure 8: Hamamatsu R11065 PMT test: SER peak stability in time (about three days)

during the test run period.

active volume
5
, with electron emission in the mip range.

Scintillation light following the electron energy deposition, after down-conversion and

reflections at the active volume boundaries, is collected at the PMT photo-cathode and

the signal waveform is recorded.

By waveform integration, after local baseline evaluation and subtraction, the event

signal amplitude was obtained (S1 in phel units). The calibration constant (from

ADC · ns to phel) for each source run (about 1 hr) was determined by the gaussian

fit (mean value) of the SER distribution extracted from the same run (e.g. see Fig.5).

The pulse amplitude S1 is proportional to the electron energy deposited in the LAr cell.

Standard cuts have been applied to remove low energy events (Emin = 20 phel), high

energy ADC saturated events, pile-up and out of time events. Pulse amplitude spectra

have been thus obtained for each source run. Blank runs (ambient radioactive back-

ground, event rate 34 Hz) have been also acquired, alternated to the source runs. These

were used for background subtraction.

A
241

Am spectrum from one of the source run collected is shown in Fig.9 (background

subtracted). As reported in figure, the fit of the full absorption peak is found at 416

phel and corresponds to 59.54 keV of deposited energy. Therefore, the Light Yield of the

5Considering the LAr mass attenuation at this energy (�0.5 cm−1) a good fraction of the LAr volume
of the cell is exposed to photo-electric interactions (without locus dependent bias).

10

Gain	   Peak	  to	  Valley	  

Reolu*on	   SER	  stabili:y	  

G=5x106	  @	  1500	  Volt	   	  P/V	  ≃	  3.7	  @	  nominal	  gain	  

R	  ≃	  28%	  @	  nominal	  gain	  
slightly	  decreasing	  
exponen*al	  trend	  
(τ	  ≃	  35	  h)	  
a:ributed	  to	  
residual	  effects	  of	  
thermaliza*on	  of	  
the	  PMT	  at	  LAr	  
temperature.	  
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Light	  Yield	  measurement	  

  18.67    /    14
Constant  0.4427E-01
Mean   416.8
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Figure 9: Hamamatsu R11065 PMT test:
241

Am source spectrum (blank spectrum sub-

tracted). The relative energy resolution at the peak energy is
σE
E � 7%.

detector can be evaluated as:

LY = 7.0
phel

keV
± 5% (1)

The statistical error from the fit is negligible and the systematic error associated to
the LY measurements is evaluated from the dispersion of the photo-peak values in the
collected 241Am spectra (4 to 5 %, background subtracted), from uncertainties associated
to the calibration (� 2%, SER peak determination) and also from the systematics of the
off-line analysis due to the choice of internal parameters (evaluated by varying them
within 2 to 3%). An overall systematic error around 5% is estimated.

This remarkable result6 is fully compatible with the MonteCarlo expectation value7

based on standard assumptions on the optical properties of the reflector+TPB coating
6
As a term of reference, with a similar experimental set-up (0.5 lt cell) equipped with another type of

PMT (Electron Tube, 3” ETL Mod. D750 - nominal QE=20% at 420 nm [9]), the measured LY yielded

a maximum value around 2.4 phel/keV.
7
Different analytical calculations and detailed MC simulations have been performed. Basic common

assumptions were adopted [i.e. VUV photon yield in LAr for mip’s (40 ph/keV) [3], actual detector

geometry and photo-cathodic coverage (12.3%), TPB wls efficiency for VUV photons (close to 100%)

[5], TPB emission spectrum (Fig.2) [5, 10], reflectivity of the VIKUITI layer with TPB coating (in the

range of 94% [10]) and PMT nominal quantum efficiency [1] (both as a function of wavelength over the

TPB emission spectrum), photoelectron collection efficiency of the PMT (≥ 90-95%), negligible amount

of O2 impurities and ≤ 300 ppb of residual N2 concentration in the LAr]. MC simulations have the

11

•  LY	  measurement	  performed	  by	  exposing	  the	  detector	  to	  the	  241Am	  monochroma*c	  γ-‐source	  
(59.54	  keV);	  

•  Pulse	  amplitude	  spectrum	  in	  photo-‐electrons	  obtained	  by	  waveform	  integra*on	  and	  
applica*on	  of	  the	  calibra*on	  factor	  determined	  by	  SER	  fit;	  

Result	  fully	  compaEble	  with	  
MonteCarlo	  expectaEon	  
based	  on	  standard	  
assumpEons	  

Light	  Yield	  very	  stable	  
during	  the	  test:	  	  fluctuaEons	  
within	  ±1.5%	  	  

Test	  repeated	  a]er	  few	  
weeks	  (same	  PMTs,	  same	  
TPB	  coated	  reflector	  
surfaces)	  -‐>	  LY	  
measurements	  fully	  
confirmed	  this	  result.	  

LY	  =	  7.0phel/KeV	  ±	  5%	  	  
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Two-‐PMTs	  test:	  ETL	  vs	  HAMAMATSU	  comparison	  

4 Two-PMTs test: ETL vs HAMAMATSU comparison

From the results reported above the new Hamamatsu R11065 showed excellent perfor-

mances, superior with respect to other PMTs developed for cryogenic operation [8, 11].

However, in order to fully decouple from differences in detector geometry and operation

conditions, a second dedicated test has been envisaged (mid 2010) for a direct compar-

ative tests of two types of PMTs: one 3” HQE Hamamatsu R11065 (the same used in

the previous test) and one 3” ETL - D750 (pre-production series of the PMT type [9]

adopted in the WArP -100 experiment [8]). The LAr volume viewed by the two PMTs is

the same and the comparison of the light outputs from scintillation events can thus be

performed independently from the actual detector conditions (LAr purity, wls conversion

efficiency, environmental noise, ..).

A picture of the detector is shown in Fig.11. This is similar to the one adopted for the

first test. It is made of a PTFE cell, about 0.4 lt of internal volume (h=8.0 cm and

φ=7.6 cm) for LAr, lined with a TPB coated reflector layer on the lateral wall. At both

ends of the cell a 3” PMT is installed, the HQE Hamamatsu face down on the top and

the ETL face up on the bottom, both with naked windows.

Figure 11: Layout of the TWO-PMT detector: on top the Hamamatsu PMT (face-down),
at the bottom the ETL PMT face-up and in between the LAr cell in PTFE. The detector is
fully immersed in LAr during operation.

Anode signals from each PMT were directly recorded by the 8-bit Fast Waveform

13

•  A	  second	  test	  (mid	  2010)	  for	  a	  direct	  compara*ve	  test	  of	  two	  types	  of	  PMTs:	  3”	  HQE	  
Hamamatsu	  R11065	  (the	  same	  used	  in	  the	  previous	  test)	  and	  3”	  ETL	  -‐	  D750	  (pre-‐produc*on	  
series	  of	  the	  PMT	  in	  the	  WArP	  -‐100	  experiment);	  

•  LAr	  volume	  viewed	  simultaneously	  by	  the	  two	  PMT	  =>	  comparison	  of	  the	  light	  outputs	  
independent	  from	  the	  actual	  detector	  condi*ons;	  

•  A	  PTFE	  cell,	  about	  0.4	  lt	  of	  internal	  volume	  (h=8.0	  cm	  and	  φ=7.6	  cm),	  lined	  with	  a	  TPB	  coated	  
reflector	  layer	  on	  the	  lateral;	  

•  	  Signals	  from	  each	  PMT	  were	  directly	  
recorded	  by	  the	  8-‐bit	  Fast	  Waveform	  
13Digi*zer	  Acqiris	  board	  (DP235)	  at	  
1	  GHz	  over	  a	  15μs	  *me	  interval	  (as	  
for	  the	  single	  PMT	  test);	  

•  Data	  treatment	  and	  the	  off-‐line	  
analysis	  code	  -‐>	  same	  as	  in	  the	  single	  
PMT	  test.	  	  
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Single	  Electron	  Response	  of	  the	  two	  PMTs	  	  

Digitizer Acqiris board (DP235) at 1 GHz over a 15µs time interval (as for the single PMT

test). Trigger signals from an (external) Constant Fraction Discriminator connected

alternatively to the Hamamatsu or to the ETL PMT were used to start up the data

acquisition. The data treatment and the off-line analysis codes were also the same as in

the single PMT test (Sec.3).

Source runs have been acquired (about 2 hr each) during the test period.

Single photo-electron pulses were identified and selected from the tail of the waveforms

independently recorded from the two PMTs. The single photo-electron averaged pulse

has been determined for each PMT’s, Fig.12. The pulse shapes are very similar with each

other. Returning to baseline is however faster for the Hamamatsu SER pulse, without

presence of wiggles and oscillations.
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Figure 12: Hamamatsu vs ETL Test with the 0.5 lt LAr cell. Single phel (averaged) Pulse

Shape: Hamamatsu PMT [blue], ETL PMT [red].

SER spectra were obtained from each run and one example of typical SER spectra

from the two PMT’s is shown in Fig.13. The mean value (gaussian fit of the first peak)

gives the individual calibration constant for each of the two PMT’s, useful for gamma

source spectra analysis, and for checking of the PMT gain stability in time.

After one day from LAr filling left for PMT thermalization, the Gain Stability in time

has been monitored over about one week of run, Fig.14. The initial gain of the ETL

PMT has been set at a higher value, expecting a large decrease over the first days of

14
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Figure 14: Hamamatsu vs ETL Test with the 0.5 lt LAr cell: gain variation in time (ETL

PMT [dots with green error bar], Hamamatsu PMT [squares with red error bar]).

At this gain value the characteristic features of the two PMTs (Peak-to-Valley ratio and

SER resolution) are reported in Tab.1 for comparison.

The main issue for the two-PMT comparative test was the determination of the

individual light yield value performed under strictly identical conditions (namely, with

the two PMTs viewing the same LAr volume, mainly characterized by the purity of

the liquid and by the wavelength-shifting efficiency of the TPB film deposited onto the

boundary reflective surface of the cell).

The light yield of the two PMTs has been determined by exposure to the
241

Am gamma-

source. Also in this case data acquisition runs with the source have been alternated to

blank runs (background from ambient radiation).

Table 1: Characteristic features of the Hamamatsu and ETL PMTs (Peak-to-Valley ratio

and SER resolution) at fixed gain G � 3.7× 10
6
.

Peak-to-Valley ratio SER resolution

Hamamatsu R11065 3.5 32 %

ETL D750 (pre-series) 1.9 50 %

16

Single	  photo-‐electron	  waveforms	  

SER	  stability	  

Peak	  to	  Valley	  @	  3.7×106	  gain	  

ü  Very	  similar	  pulse	  shapes	  for	  single	  electron;	  
ü  The	  gain	  of	  the	  ETL	  PMT	  showed	  a	  steeper	  decreasing	  trend.	  	  
ü  The	  gain	  of	  the	  Hamamatsu	  PMT	  has	  a	  slight	  decrease	  over	  the	  first	  day	  ater	  ac*va*on	  and	  

then	  stabilized	  to	  a	  constant	  value.	  
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Figure 14: Hamamatsu vs ETL Test with the 0.5 lt LAr cell: gain variation in time (ETL

PMT [dots with green error bar], Hamamatsu PMT [squares with red error bar]).

At this gain value the characteristic features of the two PMTs (Peak-to-Valley ratio and

SER resolution) are reported in Tab.1 for comparison.

The main issue for the two-PMT comparative test was the determination of the

individual light yield value performed under strictly identical conditions (namely, with

the two PMTs viewing the same LAr volume, mainly characterized by the purity of

the liquid and by the wavelength-shifting efficiency of the TPB film deposited onto the

boundary reflective surface of the cell).

The light yield of the two PMTs has been determined by exposure to the
241

Am gamma-

source. Also in this case data acquisition runs with the source have been alternated to

blank runs (background from ambient radiation).

Table 1: Characteristic features of the Hamamatsu and ETL PMTs (Peak-to-Valley ratio

and SER resolution) at fixed gain G � 3.7× 10
6
.

Peak-to-Valley ratio SER resolution

Hamamatsu R11065 3.5 32 %

ETL D750 (pre-series) 1.9 50 %

16
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Light	  Yield	  measurement	  
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Figure 15: Hamamatsu vs ETL Test with the 0.5 lt LAr cell:
241

Am full absorption peaks for

the two PMTs ([Top] ETL PMT and [Bottom] Hamamatsu PMT - background subtracted).

The peak values are found at S1Ham � 172 phel and at S1ETL � 52 phel. The relative

energy resolution values at the peak energy are (
σE
E

)Ham � 17% and (
σE
E

)ETL � 24%.

By single waveform integration, after baseline evaluation and subtraction, the signal

amplitude (independently for both PMT’s) was obtained [S1 in units of photo-electrons

(phel), after conversion by SER calibration].

Pulse amplitude spectra for both PMT’s have been thus obtained for each source run.

The full absorption peak is determined from the gaussian fit of the (run) spectrum (typ-

ical mean value �172 phel of light output for the Hamamatsu PMT and � 52 phel for

the ETL PMT, Fig.15) and corresponds to 59.54 keV of deposited energy. In Fig.16

[Left] the mean light output values for the recorded runs, over a two-weeks period of

operation, is shown.

The Light Yield (LY in [phel/keV] units) issued individually by the two PMTs was

evaluated by the corresponding mean light output-to-energy ratio.

A direct comparison between the two PMTs was obtained by the Hamamatsu-to-ETL
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Figure 16: Hamamatsu vs ETL Test with the 0.5 lt LAr cell: [Left] Mean Light Output (in
[phel] units) - Hamamatsu 3 PMT [dots], ETL 3 PMT [dots with green error bars, bottom].
[Right] Hamamatsu-to-ETL Light Yield ratio.

LY response ratio. The Hamamatsu-to-ETL ratio of LY’s was found in the 3 : 1 range
(stable in time over the operation period), as shown in Fig.16 [Right].

Due to the specific configuration of the test set-up in use, the LY’s ratio depends
only on the Global Efficiency ratio of the two PMTs. The Global Efficiency GE can be
defined as GE = QE × CE, where QE is the photocathode Quantum Efficiency and
CE the photoelectron Collection Efficiency at the first dynode. In the wavelength range
of the TPB emission the average QE is ∼30% and ∼18% for the Hamamatsu and the
ETL PMT respectively, as obtained from the PMT data sheets [QE(λ) for both PMTs
and TPB spectral response are reported in Fig.2]. The Collection Efficiency is around
90-95% and 75-80% for the Hamamatsu and the ETL PMT respectively. Correspond-
ingly the GE’s ratio is expected in the 2 : 1 range.
The LY’s ratio (experimentally determined) is substantially higher than the expected
GE’s ratio and the reason of this effect is not understood. The ETL PMT may be
characterized by a lower photo-electron collection efficiency or affected by a subopti-
mal QE due to temperature effects (not reported at manufacture level). However, it is
necessary to take note that the ETL PMT in use with this test comes from the ETL
pre-production series and its actual QE was not provided at the delivery of this PMT
(the possibility that the pre-series ETL PMT might have a lower QE than the standard
QE of the WArP -100 production series cannot be excluded at this stage).

A dedicated QE and CE measurement of the ETL PMT is foreseen in the near
future. Only when this measurement will be performed a definitive conclusion can be
drawn from the comparison of the two PMTs reported here.
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Figure 16: Hamamatsu vs ETL Test with the 0.5 lt LAr cell: [Left] Mean Light Output (in
[phel] units) - Hamamatsu 3 PMT [dots], ETL 3 PMT [dots with green error bars, bottom].
[Right] Hamamatsu-to-ETL Light Yield ratio.

LY response ratio. The Hamamatsu-to-ETL ratio of LY’s was found in the 3 : 1 range
(stable in time over the operation period), as shown in Fig.16 [Right].

Due to the specific configuration of the test set-up in use, the LY’s ratio depends
only on the Global Efficiency ratio of the two PMTs. The Global Efficiency GE can be
defined as GE = QE × CE, where QE is the photocathode Quantum Efficiency and
CE the photoelectron Collection Efficiency at the first dynode. In the wavelength range
of the TPB emission the average QE is ∼30% and ∼18% for the Hamamatsu and the
ETL PMT respectively, as obtained from the PMT data sheets [QE(λ) for both PMTs
and TPB spectral response are reported in Fig.2]. The Collection Efficiency is around
90-95% and 75-80% for the Hamamatsu and the ETL PMT respectively. Correspond-
ingly the GE’s ratio is expected in the 2 : 1 range.
The LY’s ratio (experimentally determined) is substantially higher than the expected
GE’s ratio and the reason of this effect is not understood. The ETL PMT may be
characterized by a lower photo-electron collection efficiency or affected by a subopti-
mal QE due to temperature effects (not reported at manufacture level). However, it is
necessary to take note that the ETL PMT in use with this test comes from the ETL
pre-production series and its actual QE was not provided at the delivery of this PMT
(the possibility that the pre-series ETL PMT might have a lower QE than the standard
QE of the WArP -100 production series cannot be excluded at this stage).

A dedicated QE and CE measurement of the ETL PMT is foreseen in the near
future. Only when this measurement will be performed a definitive conclusion can be
drawn from the comparison of the two PMTs reported here.

18

ü  LYs	  determined	  by	  exposure	  to	  the	  241Am	  gamma-‐	  source	  (59.54	  keV)	  

peak	  @	  172	  phel	  	  

peak	  @	  52	  phel	  	  

The	  Hamamatsu-‐to-‐ETL	  raEo	  of	  LY	  	  found	  in	  the	  3	  :	  1	  range	   consistent	  with	  
the	  raEo	  of	  the	  QE	  

LYs	  stable	  during	  the	  test	  

HMMTS/ETL	  
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Four-‐PMTs	  test	  

5 Four-PMTs test

The scaling-up in detector mass and complexity (e.g. increased number of PMTs) with-

out loss of detector performance (lower LY) is in general not a trivial task. A further

experimental test has been thus performed to check the scaling-up capability of the im-

plemented technology with a detector about ten times bigger in volume compared to

the one used with the first test reported above (Sec.3). Monitoring the stability of the

system over an extended run period was also included as a main goal of this test.

The mechanical structure (in PTFE) of the detector was already available, as taken

from the “WArP -2.3 prototype” developed for a former set of experimental measure-

ments [11] (we refer to it for more details on the detector set-up). For this test the

chamber was equipped with four HQE Hamamatsu PMTs (Mod. R11065).

The internal volume of the chamber is made of a cylindrical section (φ = 18.4 cm and

h=9.5) superimposed to a slightly conical shaped section (φtop = 17.6 cm, φbot = 16.0

cm and h=7.5 cm), corresponding to about 4.3 lt of total volume when completely filled

up with LAr. The four PMTs were mounted face-down on the top side of the volume.

The boundary surfaces (lateral and bottom) of the internal volume were lined with

Figure 17: Layout of the vessel and inner chamber . In the present test the LAr level inside
the vessel is above the PMT bases (i.e. the detector is operated in single liquid-phase).

19

•  The	  scaling-‐up	  capability	  of	  the	  implemented	  technology	  tested	  with	  a	  detector	  about	  ten	  
*mes	  bigger	  than	  the	  one	  with	  one	  PMT;	  

•  The	  WArP	  2.3l	  prototype	  used	  for	  this	  test	  (4.3	  liters	  internal	  volume)-‐>	  equipped	  with	  4	  HQE	  
Hamamatsu	  PMTs	  R11065	  (photo-‐cathodic	  coverage	  ~	  12	  %)	  ;	  	  

•  Internal	  surfaces	  covered	  with	  VIKUITI	  ESR	  reflector	  layer	  +	  TPB	  (density	  about	  300	  μg/cm2)	  
•  PMT	  windows	  naked	  (no	  wavelength-‐shiter);	  
•  	  4	  PMT	  anode	  signals	  directly	  digi*zed	  by	  two	  Acqiris	  Boards	  (Mod.	  U	  1080	  A,	  2-‐chs.	  each	  

with	  8-‐bit	  dynamic	  range	  and	  1GS/s)	  at	  1	  ns	  sampling	  *me	  over	  15	  μs	  *me	  interval;	  

•  All	  internal	  component	  baked	  @	  80oC;	  
•  Detector	  housed	  in	  a	  low-‐radioac*vity	  stainless	  

steel	  vessel	  deployed	  in	  a	  LAr	  open	  bath;	  
•  Detector	  completely	  filled	  with	  LAr	  -‐>	  PMTs’	  

bases	  immersed;	  
•  LAr	  filling	  through	  an	  in-‐line	  filter	  (Oxygen	  

reactant	  and	  molecular	  sieve);	  	  
•  No	  electric	  field;	  
•  PMTs	  equalized	  @	  3x106	  gain	  (around	  1400	  Volt).	  
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Data	  Analysis	  and	  Results	  (I)	  
ü  Detector	  exposed	  to	  241Am,	  133Ba,	  57Co	  and	  137Cs	  sources	  

5.1 Data Analysis and Results

The detector was exposed to
241

Am sources of different intensities
9
. Exposures to

133
Ba,

57
Co and

137
Cs sources (with γ emission lines at higher energies) were also performed

during the run period. The source was located inside a collimator holder positioned

outside the vessel in a fixed position. Data acquisition runs with the sources were

alternated to blank runs (background from ambient radiation).

Scintillation events are detected when the pulse from one of the four PMTs is above

threshold (corresponding to 20 phel). In this case the four signal waveforms from the

PMTs are individually recorded.

During each source (or blank) run, single photo-electron pulses were selected in order to

provide with SER data useful for calibration.
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Figure 18: Four Hamamatsu PMTs test with the “WArP-2.3 prototype”:
241

Am spectrum

(background subtracted). Peak value and width determined by a gaussian fit (superimposed).

The relative energy resolution at the peak energy is
σE
E � 8%.

The light yield attained with this chamber equipped with a set of four new HQE

PMTs and its comparison with the LY value obtained from the smaller (� 0.5 lt), single

PMT set-up was the primary goal of this test.

9
Due to the low γ-energy of the

241
Am source and to the overall thickness of the material surrounding

the LAr active volume of the cell (stainless steel wall of the vessel, dead LAr layer and PTFE of the

chamber structure) a poor penetration to the active volume has been observed with an event rate of ∼ 5

Hz above background. This suggested the use of a higher intensity
241

Am source made available in the

last part of the test period. Most of the results reported here refer to data acquired with this source.

21

241Am	  source	  –	  bkg	  subtracted	  

LY	  =	  6.35	  phel/KeV	  ±	  5%	  
Detector	  geometry	  is	  a	  scaled-‐
down	  version	  of	  the	  WArP	  -‐100	  
detector	  (100	  lt	  of	  acEve	  
volume,	  37	  PMTs,	  ∼	  12%	  of	  
photo-‐cathodic	  coverage);	  	  

The	  LY	  from	  this	  detector	  test	  can	  be	  assumed	  as	  predicEve	  of	  the	  LY	  from	  the	  WArP	  100	  Inner	  
Detector,	  when	  operated	  under	  equivalent	  condiEons.	  

LY	  determined	  with	  other	  
sources	  less	  accurate	  but	  
fully	  compaEble	  with	  
241Am	  value	  
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Data	  Analysis	  and	  Results	  (II)	  
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Figure 19: Four Hamamatsu PMTs test with the “WArP-2.3 prototype”: Light Yield vari-

ation over time and relative contributions from individual PMT.

in Fig.20. The decay time of the slow component from the fit was τT = 1130 ns. This
value - compared to an expected value around 1300 ns for asymptotically pure liquid
Argon [4, 6] - indicates that a residual concentration of impurities was still present in
the liquid.
A direct measurement by mass spectroscopy on an Ar sample extracted from the chamber
has been performed and showed the presence of Nitrogen in the liquid at the ppm level.
Nitrogen impurities are not filtered out with the implemented set of filters (dedicated
to O2 and H2O removal). Commercial Ar (research grade - routinely used for filling)
is usually provided with a lower content of N2 impurities, however a more dirty batch
of Argon delivered in occasion of the present test and used for the filling cannot be
excluded. When ascribed to N2 contamination, the reduction of the long-decay time
constant (via quenching effect of the Ar∗2 excimers in triplet state) results in a ∼10 %
loss of light [6] (and correspondingly in the LY value).

Therefore, the result with this 4.3 lt chamber (4 HQE Hamamatsu PMTs) agrees
in good approximation with the result obtained with the 0.5 lt detector equipped with
one HQE PMT (LY � 7 phel/keV) and characterized by an equivalent photo-cathodic
coverage (∼12% in both chambers). The difference is attributed to a higher N2 concen-
tration in LAr.

23

Light	  Yield	  stability	  

•  LY	  stable	  within	  2%;	  
•  One	  PMT	  has	  a	  systema*c	  lower	  light	  yield	  

-‐>	  not	  yet	  understood	  (PMTs	  have	  almost	  
the	  same	  Quantum	  Efficiency);	  

•  With	  four	  PMTs	  working	  in	  the	  same	  way	  	  	  
-‐>	  LY	  ≃	  6.6	  phel/keV	  
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Figure 20: Four Hamamatsu PMTs test with the “WArP-2.3 prototype”: Average waveform

and exponential fit for τT determination.

6 Conclusions

Liquid Argon based detectors for Dark Matter search currently implement photo-multiplier

tubes for signal read-out. A new PMT type with enhanced Quantum Efficiency photo-

cathode and operating at LAr temperature has been recently developed by Hamamatsu

Photonics Mod. R11065 with peak QE up to about 35%. PMT’s of this type have been

extensively tested along with the R&D program of the WArP Collaboration.

The main working parameters of this PMT were measured at LAr temperature and its

superior performances have been clearly demonstrated.

Liquid Argon detectors with HQE photo-cathodic coverage in the 12% range can thus

achieve a light yield around 7 phel/keV (at null electric field), sufficient for detection of

events down to few keV of energy deposition in the liquid and this new PMT is well

suited for experimental applications, in particular for new direct Dark Matter searches

with LAr-based experiments.

However, the scaling-up in detector mass and complexity (e.g. increased number of

PMTs) without loss of detector performance (lower LY) is definitively not a trivial task.

A dedicated test with four PMTs viewing signals from a few liters LAr cell has been

performed. The main delicate issues to keep strictly under control have been well iden-

tified: (1) PMTs at the highest possible level of performance (Quantum Efficiency of

the photo-cathode at LAr temperature, Collection Efficiency at the first dynode, overall

PMT stability in response), (2) wavelength-shifting efficiency of the TPB coating, (3)

24

•  Slope	  of	  the	  slow	  scin*lla*on	  component:	  
1130	  ns	  (1300	  nsec	  for	  clean	  Argon).	  This	  
reduces	  the	  light	  yield	  of	  about	  10%.	  

•  Direct	  measurement	  with	  mass	  
spectrometer	  showed	  the	  presence	  of	  ~	  1	  
ppm	  of	  N2	  (not	  captured	  by	  our	  filters);	  	  	  	  

In	  case	  of	  clean	  Argon	  the	  LY	  would	  have	  been	  
in	  the	  range	  of	  7	  phel/KeV.	  	  	  	  

Average	  waveform	  

τslow =	  1130	  nsec	  
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Conclusions	  
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•  A	  new	  PMT	  type	  with	  enhanced	  Quantum	  Efficiency	  photo-‐	  cathode	  and	  opera*ng	  
at	  LAr	  temperature	  has	  been	  developed	  by	  Hamamatsu	  Photonics	  Mod.	  R11065	  
with	  peak	  QE	  up	  to	  about	  35%.	  PMT’s	  of	  this	  type	  have	  been	  extensively	  tested	  
along	  with	  the	  R&D	  program	  of	  the	  WArP	  Collabora*on;	  

•  The	  main	  working	  parameters	  of	  this	  PMT	  were	  measured	  at	  LAr	  temperature	  and	  
its	  great	  performances	  have	  been	  clearly	  demonstrated;	  

•  Liquid	  Argon	  detectors	  with	  HQE	  photo-‐cathodic	  coverage	  in	  the	  12%	  range	  can	  	  
achieve	  a	  light	  yield	  around	  7	  phel/keV	  (at	  null	  electric	  field),	  sufficient	  for	  
detec*on	  of	  events	  down	  to	  few	  keV	  of	  energy	  deposi*on	  	  -‐>	  suited	  for	  direct	  Dark	  
Ma:er	  searches	  with	  LAr-‐based	  experiments.	  


